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INTRODUCTION - Biography

Isabel Fredeus (°1991) is an Antwerp-based (BE) artist. She is an inter-disciplinary artist that works with installation, 
sculpture, video, perfomance, drawing and intervention. Fredeus is mainly interested in materials that are elastic, ma-
nipulative and flexible. Within her artistic practice she tries to follow signs, investigate the origin of their attraction 
and search for alternative meanings within them. For these reasons Fredeus works process oriented. In her practice 
she is mainly occupied with natural processes, physical laws and the symbolism they create. She considers her ate-
lier as a place to explore various methodologies where irony goes hand in hand with spirituality and scientific ap-
proaches are confronted with poetic layers.

Aesthetically she’s drawn to the morphology of form, contradictions and displaying development or growth. Change 
itself is deeply embedded in her artistic work. 
A few years ago Fredeus discovered working with hot glass. Glass (just like water) has different states of “being” or 
scientifically you could call these “phases” of matter. Water and glass trigger her in a similar way and are essential 
materials that she works with in her studio. Fredeus puts her focus on what is going on with the works she creates, 
addressing artworks as systems that undergo change and experience processes.

Isabel Fredeus obtained a Master in Fine Arts and a Master of Research in Art & Design at St Lucas School of Arts 
in Antwerp. Her work was shown at Gr_Und, Berlin (DE), Intershop, Leipzig (DE), Extra City Kunsthal (BE), Middelheim 
Museum (BE), M KHA (BE), Art Rotterdam (NL). In 2015, she was a resident at Villa Ruffieux residence, Sierre (CH). 
She won the De Lucas award 2015, awarded by Sint Lucas University College, Antwerp (BE). She won the Middelheim 
Museum Young Artist Prize 2018 awarded by the Middelheim Promotors, Antwerp (BE). She also won the prize of the 
public with her sculpture ‘Under The Weather’. Currently Fredeus is preparing exhibitions in 2022 for the Benzeholz 
Meggen (CH), Sainte Anne Gallery Paris (FR), Whitehouse Gallery (BE) and Antwerp Art Weekend 2022 (BE).



1. Work
1.1. Works about the architecture of life

Acid Trip (2021)

The time-based installation ‘Acid Trip’ is nothing 
more nor less than a chemical reaction where seashells 
(some are souvenirs with sentimental value) are dis-
solving in acid. The shells disappear within hours, 
losing their brown outer-skin first, followed by dis-
fragmentation revealing inner structures and in some 
cases the fundamental swirling backbone that defines 
the outer form. Finally the compromised shells are 
reduced to muddy waters. The work represents an acce-
lerated chemical process of the sad reality in ocean 
waters all over the world. Acidification of the oceans 
is an ongoing chemical process caused by pollution 
and climate change. It prevents sea life from creating 
qualitative exoskeletons which makes survival tougher. 
Due to the energy lost by the extra effort needed for 
producing a shell in water where the acidity level is 
disrupted, less energy can go into reproduction, which 
creates a drop in future populations.
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Intertwined, a matter of symbiosis #1 (2020) 
Mutualism: a form of symbiosis where two different species live and work together creating a collective dependency. This is how the trees and fungus collaborate and how corals survive. I can 
imagine that we all consist of countless symbiotic relationships, millions of beings, bacteria and viruses living within us; co-working together. How do we describe the self when we have cities 
living within? The series of sculptures “Intertwined – a matter of symbiosis” reflect upon these notions of a collective self.

Sculpture
Plaster, ecoline, iron, sand casted glass.
20 X 16  X 21 cm
2020



Reefs in decay
Textile-work based on the struggle corals are experiencing worldwide due to cli-
mate change and the acidifaction of oceans. Coral bleaching and coral fluores-
cence are main subjects in an ongoing project about life underwater.

Wall object
Bleach, cotton, marker, canvas.
80 x 130 cm
2020



Fingerspitzengefühl #2-#10
Installation on wall
Steatite.
2018



KOPIE
Photographywork in collaboration with Anne Decot.
Inktjetprint on A3.
2018



Micrographia and the drunken ant

Human bones, beaches, shells and coral may appear as unrelated 
at first sight, however they are all made of the same chemical com-

pound: Caco3.

 All organic life based on reproduction will perish, when lying on a 
beach in the south of France, we are surrounded by death as far as 

the eye can see, the beauty of the sun shimmering on the white sand. 
Unknowingly lying on tons of skeletons of creatures passed away de-

cades ago. 

Micrographia and the drunken ant shows us an enlarged sample of 
human bone marrow carved out of a block limestone (Caco3), making 

a connection between the beach we lie on and the bones that hold 
us straight. 

Sculpture
Limestone, glass, pedestal.

40 x 40 x 40 cm (glass with limestone inside)
40 x 40 x 100 cm (pedestal)

2020



Acid Trip
The time-based installation “Acid Trip” is nothing more nor less than a chemical reaction where seashells (some are souvenirs with sentimental value) are dissolving in 
acid. The shells disappear within hours, losing their brown outer-skin first, followed by disfragmentation revealing inner structures and in some cases the fundamental 

swirling backbone that defines the outer form. Finally the compromised shells are reduced to muddy waters. The work represents an accelerated chemical process of the 
sad reality in ocean waters all over the world. Acidification of the oceans is an ongoing chemical process caused by pollution and climate change. It prevents sea life 
from creating qualitative exoskeletons which makes survival tougher. Due to the energy lost by the extra effort needed for producing a shell in water where the acidity 

level is disrupted, less energy can go into reproduction, which creates a drop in future populations.

Time-based installation
Glass, acid, shells, coral skeletons, wood.

2021 
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Natural attraction
Wall-sculpture

Steatite, levels.
47 x 16 x 13 cm 

2020



      1.2. Works about the properties of water



To set the course
Performance
Wood, paper, overhead projectors, liquids, props.
variable dimensions
2021
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Mutable Surroundings #1
Time-based installation
Hydro-polymeer balls, water, plastic grid, glass.
120 cm ø
2018





(videostill)

All is circular
Videowork  
1:41min (loop).
2018



Hemelwater
Time-based installation on wall
Militairy GDR (German Democratic Republic) raincaps, acrylic paint, water, nails.
2016



Containment object
Time-based installation
Aquarium, water.
40 x 25 x 25 cm
2015



Water in progress
Time-based installation 
Waterdrops on linnen canvas.
150 x 200 cm
2015





1.3.

Works about weather phenomena
 



Under the Weather
Outdoor Sculpture 
Glass, chemicals, bluestone.
2018

Image by Ans Brys



Active Matter #1, #2, #3

When thinking about global warming, nature reacts in peculiar ways. Not only does it feel as if the rhythm of earths breathing is going into hyperventilation. The permafrost, the forever 
sleeping ice is waking up and emitting ancient gasses into the atmosphere. This awakening from hibernation interests me as an artist. I wanted to visualise how the gasses actively shape a 
form and co-create a work. This research resulted in the series “Active matter”, sculptures that are produced with the help of a chemical reaction triggered by hot glass and sodium bicarbona-
te. The work reminds me of melting lava or boiling water. Processes that are normally set in time. Glass solidifies within seconds, which makes it seem as if an active moment is frozen within 
time.

Sculpture
Sodium bicarbonate, glass, X-ray. 
21 x 30 x 10 cm
2020



A cloudy mind
Object
Glass, paper.
30 x 60 x 2,5 cm
2019



Petrified Cloud
In my practice I try to translate these moments in a way that by the translation, or re-
production of that specific trigger, an abstraction takes place. I try to filter what was the 
nature of that moment and see if I’m able to reproduce or generate it trough other me-
diums. If people are able to see the blown up version of it they will be more aware when 
they see the authentic moment. The representation should show something, which is just 
out of reach.
I’m in a constant research on finding ways how to be able to look beyond conventions 
and structures, to transform frames into blurry puddles and being able to turn a cloud to 
stone.

Installation
Albast, plaster, iron, rope.
2020



 1.4. Works about light,
            finding and losing its way
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Are you coming or going?  An analogue puppetry of light behaviour (2021)

“When light moves from one medium (like air) to another 
medium (like water or glass) it will change directions. 
This is a ‘wave-like’ behaviour and is called refraction. 
In this way light behaves like other waves such as 
sound waves. The speed of the light wave also changes 
when it moves from medium to medium.”

36
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Are you coming or going? An analogue puppetry of light behaviour 

When light moves from one medium (like air) to another medium (like water or glass) it will change directions. This is a “wave-like” behaviour and is called refraction. In this way light behaves 
like other waves such as sound waves. When light moves through a certain object, the silhouette of this object is imprinted in within the light waves after passing through. When a wall finally 
absorbs the light, a drawing is depicted within the projection revealing new information about the object one is observing.
performance

Overheadprojectors, glass, liquids, props.
2021



Pair production

The work ‘Pair production’ brings together the natural effect of mirroring by light reflected on a  fluent water surface and the mirror effect created by  vast objects. The performance docu-
ments the build-up of creating an image that projects a dialogue between these objects and the water surface. 

The  surface gets disrupted by dripping elements and movements of my feet and hands while moving through the surface. The reflection of the objects constantly lose their bodily outer line, 

setting their borders in motion by different causes of vibration. 

performance
Mirrors, water, glass plastic, lighting, props.
2021
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Vitrin #1
Object

Glass, string, metal, paper.
30 x 40 x 5 cm

2018



Inversion of a rainbow
Light installation
Led light, nylon, magnifying mirror, opalite stone.
2018



Denkpauze
Time-based installation
X-rays on white plastic.
210 x 180 cm
2016





Letting the outside world in
Intervention in exhibitionspace
Holes in wall letting in natural light/darkness.
150 x 200 cm
2015



1.5.

Works in collaboration with gravity



Jelly Blanket #2
64 x 39 x 5 cm

Iton, glass.
2021

Jelly Blanket #1 
64 x 41 x 5 cm

Iton, glass.
2021



Under the pressure #1, #2
Sculpture

#1: Wood, paint, levels.
#2: Wood, porcelain plaster, levels.

108 x 100 x 7 cm
2015, 2019

#1

#2



Lifeline to reality 

Time-based installation
Latex, liquid plastic, helium, nylons string, iron, epoxy, plastic.

2017



Letting go

Sculpture
Lacquer paint between glass.
60 x 130 cm
2015



2. Texts about work
2.1. Cities Living Within

Solo exhibition
Whitehouse Gallery/ Groot Park 2 - 3360 Lovenjoel (Leuven) Belgium.
05.07.2020 - 30.08.2020

Materiality and process are two key words in the very diverse art 
practice of Isabel Fredeus (b. 1991, lives and works in Kapellen). Her 
new project is preceded by patient research into the acidification of 
ocean water and the slow death of coral reefs. Using numerous medi-
ums, the artist expresses what this research teaches her: how corals 
provide themselves with a fluorescent colour as a protection from the 
heat of the sun, before turning white and dying; or how several sea 
creatures’ skeletons are weakening because of the disrupted acidity 
of the water. A glass fermentation bottle literally shows this process: 
shells are plunged into acetic acid and disappear, before our very 
eyes, in a matter of hours.

Natural processes have always been important to Fredeus’s art. Works 
often show the process itself – as is the case with the fermentation 
bottle, but also with her installation ‘Under the Weather’, which won 
her the 2018 Young Artist Prize of the Middelheim museum. Just as 
often, she finds the perfect material to reflect a certain effect or na-
tural surface. Plaster sculptures on a glass base and glass ‘paintings’ 
translate the life of and under water. A piece of limestone, which is 
naturally formed out of sediments from shells and other small skele-
tons, has been minutely sculpted to simulate the structure of human 
bones. This skin – the water surface, the sculpted limestone, the capri-
cious glass – conceals mysterious, inner lives. Like the corals and the 
water that inspire her works, the images and materials created by Fre-
deus are living organisms, breathing and interacting.

Tamara Beheydt



2.2. Mutable Surroundings

Solo exhibition
Boab Artgallery/ Kloosterstraat 152 - 2000 Antwerp, Belgium.
08.11.2018 - 16.12.2018

Everything flows and nothing abides; everything gives way and nothing 
stays fixed. Heraclitus (530 - 470 BC)

The work of Isabel Fredeus (* 1991) can be approached through the 
concept of plasticity. As an artist, she takes particular interest in the 
malleability or flexibility of certain materials, and their behaviour in 
the act of co-creation—a poietic encounter between subject and ob-
ject. Rather than being static objects, her works appear as living or-
ganisms that are in constant mutation, in a vibrant state of becoming. 
Valuing process over product, the artist delights in rendering material 
variability visible on an aesthetic level.
Isabel Fredeus creates laboratory-like situations where sets of parame-
ters are met with a touch of chance and wonder. Her practice unfolds 
itself in situ, in an inner dialogue with a
given location. The constituent elements are simple yet endlessly in-
triguing in their mutual combination: the sphere, the line, the circle, 
the grid, the pendulum. Experiment doesn’t seek corroboration here, 
nor do the instruments have a specific function; everything vigorously 
thrives on uncertainty, indeterminacy and probability. In the oscillati-
on between order and chaos, control and release, her works act like 
strange attractors.
Biologically speaking, plasticity stands for the complex ways in which 
biological life forms adapt to the ever-changing conditions of their 
environment. Instead of being self- contained, they depend on a con-
stant transfer of matter and energy between the system and its sur-
roundings. Correspondingly, the work of art can be considered as an 
‘open system’—an idea that has been around for decades (just think 
of Hans Haacke, Angela Bulloch or Olafur Eliasson), but has hardly 
lost relevance. Fredeus’s works never exist in full isolation; her visual 
constellations thoughtfully probe the dynamic interstice between
inside and outside, and the continuous flows between both.

Pieter Vermeulen, November 2018



3. Publications
3.1 ‘A Subjective Reality’

Publication by Isabel Fredeus
Images by Anne Decot © Anne Decot
Graphic Design : Ines Cox © Ines Cox
Soft cover, 50 blz, measures 210 x 297 mm.
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Selected exhibitions
2022

‘Patatorium – Lab der Verwondering’ (group exhibition) - Stedelijke Kunstacademie Tielt / Tielt (BE)

2021

OFF WATER - GR_UND (group exhibition) / Berlin (DE)
 Art@work - Callant verzekeringen (group exhibition) / Oostkamp (BE)
  ‘A Subjective Reality’ (solo exhibition) - Klappeihuis / Antwerp (BE)
   Group presentation at Art Rotterdam 2021 - booth Whitehouse Gallery / Rotterdam (NL)
    A Beggars Banquet (group exhibition) - GALLERY GALLERY / Antwerp (BE)

2020

Cities living within (solo exhibition) - The Whitehouse Gallery / Leuven (BE)
 Multi-split (group exhibition) - YouTube Artspace ‘work on display - the Quarantine way’  / Online exhibition (BE)

2019

Mystery Repeats (group exhibition) - The Whitehouse Gallery / Leuven (BE)
 WINDOWBOX#4 Climate Surprise (duo exhibition) Curated by Sue Spaid - WINDOWBOX / Mechelen (BE)

2018

Mutable Surroundings (solo exhibition) - BOAB Art Gallery / Antwerp (BE°
 Middelheim Museum Young Artist Prize (group exhibition) - Middelheim Museum / Antwerp (BE)
   Multiplied (group exhibition) - Troebel Neyntje / Antwerp (BE)
    Lodgers#14 THE INFINITE CONVERSATIONS (group exhibition) - M KHA / Antwerp (BE)
     ///  (group exhibition) - Tique Artspace / Antwerp (BE)

2017

 The dogs bark the caravan moves on (group exhibition) - Project space / Antwerp (BE)
  Alternative acts (group exhibition) - Extra City Kunsthal / Antwerp (BE)
  Quicksand (group exhibition) - Atelier Kathleen Vinck / Antwerp (BE)
    Greta M. (collaborative exhibition) - M KHA / Antwerp (BE)
     Knowing me, knowing you (group exhibition) - Extra City Kunsthal / Antwerp (BE)
     HORTUS CONCLUSUS / ENCLOSED GARDEN (collaborative exhibition with Ellie Calis) - Project space / Antwerp (BE)

2016

 Frauenmantel, painting meets distraction (collaborative exhibition with Franca Franz) - Intershop (Spinnerei) / Leipzig (DE)
  fris XII  (group exhibition)  - Jan Colle galerij / Ghent (BE)

2015

I shall not paint the mountains (solo exhibition) - Villa Ruffieux /   Sierre (CH)
  Graduation show master 2015 (group exhibition) - Sint Lucas University College / Antwerp (BE)
  A l’état sauvage (group exhibition) - Maison d’Art & Design et Les Forges / Tronçais (FR)

Awards
June 2018 - Middelheim Museum Young Artist Prize 2018
 Middelheim Museum / Antwerp (BE)

June 2015 - De Lucas award 2015 
 Sint Lucas University college / Antwerp (BE)

Residencies
 
September-December 2015 - Villa Ruffieux residence
 Villa Ruffieux / Sierre (CH)

Education

2016-2017: Master of Research in Art & Design
Sint Lucas University College
Antwerp (BE)

2014-2015: Master: Fine Arts
Sint Lucas University College
Antwerp (BE)

Graduated in 2014: Bachelor: Fine Arts
Specialisation: painting
Sint Lucas University College
Antwerp (BE)

Galleries
Represented artist at The Whitehouse Gallery since 2019.

Isabel Fredeus °1991 - lives and works in Antwerp (BE) 

Initiatives
Co-initiator of ‘ROEMROOM’: an artist-run initiative run by Win-
nie Claessens, Ocateve Vandeweghe and Isabel Fredeus loca-
ted in Antwerp (BE). 



CONTACT
isabelfredeus@hotmail.com

0032479256939
www.isabelfredeus.com

Represented by Whitehouse Gallery
www.whitehousegallery.be


